Rainforest Connection  rfcx.org

Rainforest Connection is a global team committed to applying technology to protect our planet's precious, ancient forests and biodiversity. Our work involves acoustic monitoring devices used to listen to remote ecosystems and transform these audio streams into a profound and automatic understanding of the soundscape using AI and machine learning. Our team is open-minded and agile, we use a modern tech stack and we enjoy remote, flexible working hours.

Open Position: Software Engineer

We are seeking experienced software engineers who enjoy creative challenges and who are passionate about building “software for good”. You will be someone confident in either frontend or backend development and familiar with working in an Agile team.

Responsibilities

- Working in an Agile/Scrum team to deliver working software
- Reading, writing, and reviewing frontend or backend application code, with a focus on writing maintainable code that is easy to understand
- Writing unit and integration tests and ensuring code quality through CI pipelines
- Coordinating releases, communicating new features and solving issues with other teams

Requirements

- Software Engineering, Computer Science, Computer Engineering degree or related work experience
- At least 5 years experience in frontend or backend application development
- Familiarity with one or more of the following technologies: Typescript, Vue.js, React, Node.js, SQL
- Excellent communication skills
- Proficient in English
• Knowledge or practical experience in Scrum or other Agile methods
• Familiarity with test-driven development or unit testing
• Full-time (8 hours per day, 4.5 days per week) with occasional meetings in EU and US time zones

Benefits

• Fully remote, work from anywhere in the world
• Flexible hours
• Paid Time-Off up to 34 days per year
• Half-day Fridays every week!
• Training and development opportunities

Apply

Please send your Resume/CV to contact@rfcx.org with the subject “Position: Software Engineer” and tell us a bit about yourself.